
Camilla Taylor, Your Words in My Mouth, Track 16 Gallery; Image courtesy of the galleryCamilla Taylor: Your Words in My MouthTrack 16 Gallery, Los Angelesthrough October 17, 2020Written by Jody ZellenCamilla
Taylor&#8217;s evocative exhibition Your Words in My Mouth includes works on paper, as well as large and small-scaled sculptures, most of which are black and white or darker tones of gray. Taylor&#8217;s pieces
explore the body and its relationship to architectural space, often representing the body without architecture and architecture without the body. The exhibition has a graceful flow as viewers make their way through the
gallery toward the light that beckons at the back of the space. Here, glowing in the sunlight are a collection of small opaque glass staircases on deep brown, beam-like wooden pedestals. Entitled Means of Concealment
and Deception (2020), these kiln cast sculptures are fragmentsâ€” narrow sections of staircases leading to and from nowhere. Taylor uses stairs as a metaphor for emotional and physical ups and downs, as well as to
suggest places that are inaccessible. These pieces also recall the etchings of Piranesi, as well as the optical illusion of the impossible staircaseâ€” a never ending loop.Hung in two long rows across the wall that connects
the back and front spaces of the gallery are twenty-eight drypoints etchings depicting isolated dollhouses, chairs and staircases set against deep black or paper white backgrounds. A narrative is implied that imagines the
stairs and chairs located within a house, yet in Taylor&#8217;s presentation this never comes to fruition. Like the glass sculptures, the loosely drawn staircases allude to comings and goings, but exactly to and from where
is never revealed. Taylor is more specific with her chairs. She includes representations of traditional as well as modern chairs floating alone or in small groups in empty spaces. While some are titled by type, Shaker Chair
or Ladder Back Chair, others are given the more ambiguous title Haunting. Though the subject of each print is beautifully rendered, the works are as much about the negative space as they are about what is depicted.For
the table-top sculpture One to the Other (2019), Taylor created 120 tiny chairs, presenting them in ten rows of twelve installed within a plexiglas box. The cluster of chairs appears like a relic, perhaps a collection from a
doll&#8217;s house, now stripped of color, organized and preserved in pared down form. Upon closer examination, it becomes evident that each chair is unique and though chairs are often considered utilitarian objects,
Taylor plays up their individuality akin to the diversity of people.Suspended from the ceiling in the main space is Many Times Over (2020), a sculpture comprised of many interlocking black buildingsâ€” boarded up two
story houses emanating from a central point and nested together to become a large planet. Taylor speaks about this work as a collection of dream houses, structures that recur in one&#8217;s dreams but each time they
appear they are a bit different. Something has changed, but exactly what is hard to discern. Like the sculpted chairs, Taylor is interested in the tenuous place between sameness and difference. This idea is further
explored in Speaking in unison, telling their own lies (2020), a compelling and affecting work consisting of seventeen doll-sized, black glazed ceramic heads arranged in a circle on a white flower-patterned tablecloth.
These seemingly identical sculptures have empty eyes and are connected by a thread that forms a star-like pattern as it emerges from each of their open mouths. They purportedly speak at the same time and tell the
same lies that circle from head to head, perhaps becoming more and more distorted as if in a game of telephone. The lies that travel along the thread are not too dissimilar from the endless pathways up and down the
impossible staircases.Throughout her works, Taylor investigates the notion of home as well as more open-ended architectural spaces. Though many of her works include figures, she seems more interested in its absence
or lack. While the works are personal and draw from her family history, they simultaneously speak to something tangible and universal. What is most striking in the exhibition is the way Taylor drains color from everyday
things â€” chairs, heads, houses and stairwaysâ€” infusing them with a different kind of presence, one that exists in the realm of shadow and silhouette.Track 16 Gallery1206 Maple Ave #1005, Los Angeles, 90015Brian
Randolph, Red Book, The Septum, ODD ARKÂ·LA; Photo credit Ruben DiazDrawings to Contemplate During a PandemicODD ARKÂ·LA, Los Angelesthrough October 17, by appointment onlyBy Lorraine HeitzmanIn his
second show at Odd ArkÂ·LA, Brian Randolphâ€™s exquisite drawings quietly reverberate in the galleryâ€™s intimate and minimal space. The exacting and contemplative work invites a meditative experience through a
nuanced balance of contradictory elements. Both lyrical and precise, timeless and contemporary, these harmonious and mysterious drawings demonstrate Randolphâ€™s command of his craft through the interwoven
warp and weft of his lines.The Septum is a series of wax-based colored pencil drawings on paper mounted on wood panels. Delicate linear patterns reminiscent of ribbon candy, circuitry or knitting patterns, are laid out in
symmetrical mirrored compositions. Each image is created against a backdrop of a single contrasting color that emphasizes the intricacies of the design, although much of the linework is actually the untouched paper
rather than drawn marks. The initial impression is that these are digitally conceived or manipulated because they appear so cleanly articulated, but a closer inspection reveals the artistâ€™s hand. His fastidious technique
is hardly sterile, though. Agnes Martin comes to mind in their shared obsession towards process, but Randolph chooses a more decorative path than Martinâ€™s grids. Perhaps they are more akin to Tibetan mandalas;
once you slow down and become immersed in their hypnotic symmetry, their beauty is mesmerizing.The Septum derives its title from the biological feature that divides tissue in half. Each drawing has either two separate
elements made of mirrored images or a single, symmetrical image that is merged. Randolph manages to use the symmetry to his advantage, allowing the viewer to get lost in the woven lines. If these were reduced to
black and white, you might imagine them to be from an arcane text alluding to systems long since forgotten. Although the studied approach seems to derive from a temperament that is decidedly slower and less flashy
than todayâ€™s aesthetic,they are not in any way nostalgic. The color palette and presentation are contemporary and it is that dichotomy that creates the tension and interest.The artistâ€™s previous show, The
Symmetry of Separation at Odd ArkÂ·LA in 2018, was a group of austere and intricate black and white ink drawings. In a sense, the introduction of color in his current work humanizes them, taking them out of the realm of
the purely cerebral. Randolph, in the text accompanying the show, claims an interest in the body and while that may be indiscernible in an obvious way, the work in The Septum has an internal logic that feels biological,
like circulatory systems, or functions that operate on the molecular level. On a larger scale he promotes a concept that is at the heart of symmetry, that the binding together of two halves can function together in unison, an
idea that is a uniquely soothing balm for our time.ODD ARKÂ·LA7101 N. Figueroa Street, Unit E, Los Angeles, 90042Jesse Mockrin, After, myselves, Courtesy of Kohn Gallerymyselves at Kohn GalleryKohn Gallery, Los
Angelesthrough October 31 -by appointment only.Written by Sydney Waltersmyselves is an opportunity to see and be seen by the artwork of emerging and mid-career artists as they probe into the architecture of identity.
Featuring traditional painters, textile artists, mixed media artists, and photographers, Joshua Friedman has curated a broad foundation of unique makers to explore the shape-shifting theme of identity.Perhaps taking a cue
from Jesse Mockrinâ€™s staggered diptychs or from Sophia Narrettâ€™s organically shaped fabric work, Friedman stages several pieces in the exhibition at varying heights creating a harmonious collage on the walls.
This disrupts the formality of the white cube and conjures sentiments of home.Most of artists chose to analyze identity through the private and public life of figures. In Bloom, Jarvis Boyland paints two men in a loose
embrace. They are dressed in mod fashion. The interior scene is washed in golden light and the focus of the painting is in the unwavering gaze of one of the men. Boyland expertly economizes ambiance and gesture in
order to capture a moment of meaningful connection.Gerald Lovell, Salman Toor, and Amoako Boafo manipulate the buttery paint on their canvas as if they were carving a muscular body. If we were to peel back the
dermal layer of their paintings, we might find the work of embroidery artists Chiffon Thomas, Jagdeep Raina, and Sofia Narrett. Unlike paint, the stitching is integral to the integrity of the piece, adding an element of
fragility. Layers of thread soften the edges of figures and forms creating a surrealist uncertainty.This hazy yet forceful uncertainty characterizes the entire tone of myselves. Throughout this exhibition, figures are spliced,
sliced, rearranged, transformed, and concealed with an earnest hunger to expose identity as a fundamental mutation.Artists include: Kate Barbee, Romare Bearden, Amoako Boafo, Jarvis Boyland, William Brickel,
Chelsea Culprit, Bruce Conner, rafa esparza, Hamishi Farah, Nash Glynn, Heidi Hahn, Naotaka Hiro, Loie Hollowell, Oscar Yi Hou, Gerald Lovell, Jesse Mockrin, Sophia Narrett, Jagdeep Raina, Erin M. Riley, Moises
Salazar, Paul Mpagi Sepuya, Emily Mae Smith, Chiffon Thomas, Wolfgang Tillmans, Salman Toor, Xiuching Tsay, and Skye Volmar.This exhibit will be open until October 31, 2020. Viewings are by appointment
only.kohngallery.comAni Kupelian, frontier; Image courtesy of the artistAni Kupelian&#8217;s Postmodern MonumentsWritten by Betty BrownAni Kupelian creates massive, symbolically resonant sculptures that function
as contemporary monuments. Her artworks refer back to historic memorials of important people and events, from British dolmens to Egyptian obelisks, Mesopotamian victory stelas to Roman Triumphal Arches. Ancient
monuments are characterized by extraordinary size and power. Kupelian&#8217;s oeuvre is similarly immense and impactful: trespass (1993-95), for example, is over fifteen feet tall and weighs more than a ton.Kupelian
employs traditional art materials&#8211;paint, photography, metal, clay&#8211;as well as non-art materials, such as industrial brakes and wheels. Her practice involves techniques from throughout the history of art, mixed
with engineering and construction skills. Her use of art and non-art media, combined with art and non-art processes, establishes her as a postmodernist. Rather than thinking in binary either/or terms (e.g., art vs. non-art
materials), she is open, experimental, and inclusive.Kupelian&#8217;s wide range of materials and her savvy engagement of contrasting concepts place her squarely within the postmodern deconstructive praxis of
exposing&#8211;and often subverting&#8211;historic dualities. Her oeuvre evokes binary concepts through time and space, from conventional concepts about gender, to spiritual abstractions representing culture and
nature, to the primal dualism of self vs. other. Some of the monuments interrogate depictions of men and women. Others look at the connections between national identities and world religions. Still others explore the
alienation of war, exile, and diasporic migration.As with many&#8211;perhaps most&#8211;artists, Ani Kupelian&#8217;s art reflects her lived experiences. She was born to Armenian parents in Beirut, Lebanon. She left
the war-torn country in 1976, fleeing to the United States with her husband and young son. They settled in Southern California. At the time, Kupelian was working as an accountant. Then, inspired by an art display in a
Reseda storefront, she decided to take some life-drawing classes. After that, she attended California State University, Northridge (CSUN), where she continued her drawing studies with Hans Burkhardt and pursued
bronze casting with Dave Elder. She also studied mechanical engineering, welding, and machining at Pierce College. These diverse experiences&#8211;her Armenian background, the Lebanese Civil War, her
immigration to the US, her classes in drawing and metalwork&#8211;have provided prodigious grist for her creative mill.Having lived through the nightmarish destruction of war and the ongoing trauma of migration, Kupe
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